You will need:

- Rubber mallet
- One friend
- One Assembled Bed
  - Two headboards
  - One sleeping platform
- One Loft Kit
  - Two headboards
  - Two support rails
- One safety rail
- One ladder

1. Take one loft kit headboard and attach one support rail to the bottom rung of the headboard channel. Take the second support rail and attach it to the top rung of the same headboard channel; tap down both support rails with the rubber mallet.
2. Take second loft kit headboard and attach the other end of each of the two support rails to the headboard channel - one to the top rung and one to the bottom rung; tap the support rail ends into “locked position” with the rubber mallet. You have created the “base” for your lofted bed.

3. With your friend take your assembled bed and place it on top of the loft kit base (two headboards and two support rails). The stacking pin at the top of each headboard post will nestle into the bottom of each headboard post.

4. Place Lofted Bed with support rails against the wall, allowing you to put other items (i.e. desk, dresser …etc.) under your lofted bed.

5. Attach the safety rail on the outside steel rail of the bed sleeping platform by pushing straight down until it snaps in place.

6. Attach the ladder to the steel rail of the bed sleeping platform or to one of the headboards. Do not attach the ladder to the safety rail.